
    

IT’S HERE!

MDM 1000
First MACH machine equipped with
the new DynaPath control arrives 
in the UK.

Introducing a new range of
machine tools equipped
with the latest DynaPath
CNC Control.

Mike Corbett
joins MACH
Machine Tools.
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MACH Machine Tools:

Go there!

The bristol fashion newsletter is produced by MACH Machine Tools Ltd, Unit 1-3 Chapel Lane, Clay Hill, Fishponds, Bristol BS5 7EY. 
Tel: +44 (0)117 965 2706. Web: www.machmt.co.uk. Email: info@machmt.co.uk

Welcome to the first edition of ‘bristol
fashion’ our new magazine designed to
keep customers up-to-speed with all the
latest news and developments from
MACH Machine Tools.

In this edition the focus, quite naturally, is on an exciting

new range of toolroom style machines equipped with the

latest DynaPath CNC control that we are launching into

the UK. 

These machines, which comprise turret mills, bed mills

and flatbed lathes, are destined to become firm

favourites with component manufacturers machining

prototypes, one offs and small batch quantities.

To accommodate the new machines we’ve a made

significant investment in our customer demonstration

and visitor showroom facility in Bristol. 

The end result of these endeavours is a modern and

spacious machine tool demonstration and training

environment where customers can see, and get to grips

with, our latest technologies.

Whilst the photographs of the new facility are impressive

and striking there’s really no substitute for seeing our

manual or CNC machine tools, up close and personal, for

yourself. 

So why not call us on 0117 965 2706 or email

info@machmt.co.uk to arrange a personal visit.

We’ll be delighted to see you.

Dave Andrew, Group Managing Director.



IT’S HERE! 
A MACH DynaPath MDM 1000 bed mill has landed in the

UK - and, not surprisingly, has been sold already! 

The MACH MDM 1000 is a

large-capacity CNC bed

mill (X-axis 1000mm/Y-axis

500mm/Z-axis 610mm)

that has a 1524 x 254mm

table and a powerful (ISO

40) 5000rpm spindle and

is equipped with the

DynaPath WinDelta control.

The machine is the largest

in MACH Machine Tools’ new

MDM bed mill range, (other

machines are the MDM 700

and MDM 850), and is

supplied with a 12.5” LCD

colour touch screen, DXF File

Reader, MPG Hand Wheel, Air

Draw Bar, Interlock Table

Guard.

Like all MACH machines 

equipped with the DynaPath control, MDM machines are 

backed by first-class technical, applications and service

support, and Wi-Fi enabled remote assistance as

standard.

WHAT TO DO NEXT!
To find out more about our MDM range of high-quality

bed mills - call MACH Machine Tools on 0117 965 2706 or

visit www.machmt.co.uk

Alternatively why not visit us at this year’s Advanced Engineering

Show in Birmingham (October 30th - 31st), where you can see

machines equipped with the DynaPath controls being put

through their paces on our stand - Hall 2 Stand D32.

Gently does it!
The machine is uncrated and then is

carefully brought into the showroom.

Looks the part!
MDM 1000 machine is safely installedready for pre-delivery inspection.

times ahead!
First MACH machine equipped with the 
new DynaPath control arrives in the UK.

What’s in the box?
The MACH DynaPath MDM 1000 arrives atMACH Machine Tools’ facility in Bristol.



We’ve been talking to UK component
manufacturers using toolroom type
machines about the CNC control systems
on their machines. 

Specifically we wanted to know what they considered the

limitations to be of their existing control systems and

how they could be improved.

In short their frustrations were many and varied.

Some wanted a better more user-friendly and easier-to-

use control, with a modern layout, architecture and

structure, as well as an improved user interface.

Others wanted extra power and increased functionality -

attributes that, up until now, were the preserve of more

advanced and, as a consequence, more expensive

machine tools.

All expressed the view that, owing to the relatively small

number of machine tool manufacturers involved in

making toolroom type machines, customer choice was

extremely limited.

The DynaPath CNC Control System:

This is what machine 
tool operation and
programming should 
be like!



Against this backdrop, and because MACH Machine Tools

is committed to responding to customers’ needs, we have

introduced a new range of machine tools equipped with

the latest DynaPath CNC Control.

These features and attributes of the DynaPath control

operate in conjunction with functions that are usually only

available on top-of-the-range machines.

Functions such as datum setting using alignment;

enabling ISO and conversational programming to be used

together on the same platform; sub-program calling; using

macro-programming; facilitating program simulation

using toolpath or 3D rendered graphics, and providing

programmable spindle control - are all available with the

DynaPath control system.

The DynaPath WinDelta control is available on a range of

MACH machine tools. These include the next generation

of MACH Machine Tools VS-1 turret type mills as well as

new ranges of flatbed lathes and bed mills.

For more information and to arrange a visit our

Bristol facility to see the DynaPath control and

our MACH machines being demonstrated - call us

on 0117 965 2706. 

We can also visit you to demonstrate the

DynaPath control using our latest CNC simulator

technology. Call us if you would like to explore

this option.

DynaPath Control -
what’s included as standard
• Conversational and G code on board

programming

• Wi-fi enabled diagnostic and software
updates 

• 54 work datums 

• 1000 line look ahead 

• Suggested feed and speed database 

• Taper pocket function 

• Program execution in single block 

• Background editing 

• 8 Gb onboard program storage 

• Remote electronic handwheel 

• 4th axis capable 

• Advanced DXF reader featuring grouped
hole and contour selection 

• Machining of pockets with islands from
DXF 

• Graphical event support 

• Tool life management 

• Re-ordering of programmed events 

• Running of program in either events 
or G code view 

• Single block program execution 

• Program retrace to restart a program 

• Built in remote access for diagnostics 
and program support 



MACH Machine Tools:

Think you know us? 
Think again!

Matt Andrew, Sales Director at MACH
Machine Tools, charts the history of the
company highlighting the major
milestones.

“MACH Machine Tools was established in 2012 and, in the

early days, was probably best known for sales of its VS-1

turret-type milling machine and other manual machines

which took (and continues to) take the market by storm.

“Over the last seven years the company has changed

rapidly and dramatically. 

PRODUCTS
“We still sell a comprehensive range of high-quality,

value-added and competitively-priced manual machines

that are all backed by MACH’s first-class after-sales

services and technical support.

“However, back in 2017 we made the strategic decision to

increase our product portfolio and enter the CNC 

machine tool market. At the 2018 MACH Show we

showcased a couple of the new CNC machines in our

portfolio to show visitors - the MACH 710MM+ and the

MACH S-202 CNC lathe. 

“Both machines generated considerable interest which,

some 18 months down the line, I’m pleased to report, has

not abated.

“We have recently made another significant, and

potentially ground-breaking, decision regarding our

product range with the introduction of a range of MACH

(MDM) bed mills equipped with the sophisticated

MACH FACTS: 2
In 2018 MACH Machine Tools showcased its MACH
710MM + to visitors. The machine is equipped with
a choice of control (Fanuc or Siemens), and
features an 11kW/12,000rpm direct-drive BBT 40
spindle, a 24-position (side-mounted) ATC, roller
linear guideways and boasts 48m/min rapids.

MACH FACTS: 1
Since 2014 MACH Machine Tools has sold 205 
VS-1 machines into the UK and Ireland.



DynaPath control. (There is a feature on the range and the

new DynaPath control in this edition of bristol fashion -

see the preceding spread).

“The DynaPath control is powerful and sophisticated - but

it’s easy to use and simple to understand too. 

“As well as this range of bed mills we will also be

launching a new range of MACH flat bed lathes and turret

type milling machines with the DynaPath control in the

next few weeks and months.

“Our DynaPath range of machines will be showcased at

MACH 2020 where we have a 143 square foot stand

(Hall 20 Stand 370).

PEOPLE
“Since 2012 our business has grown exponentially - so has

the headcount.

“Including directors, the company now employs 12 full

time members of staff. The most recent addition is Mike

Corbett who joined us in May 2019 as CNC Divisional

Manager and who has primary responsibility to drive sales

of our DynaPath range of machines.

“Later on in the month we will be welcoming Sam Cook to

the MACH team. 

“Sam is being employed as an Area Sales Manager and

will be responsible for sales growth in the South West,

Wales and South Midlands area.

PLACE
“We continue to invest in our premises and have recently

undertaken a major modernisation programme to further

improve our Bristol facility.

“As well as an impressive customer showroom and

demonstration area, the revamp has enabled us to create

a separate and dedicated training centre (with up to 10

places) for customers to acquire or update their operator

and/or programmer skills.”

Mike Corbett 
joins MACH
Machine Tools

In May 2019 we welcomed Mike
Corbett to the MACH Machine Tools
team. 

Mike has considerable experience in the machine

tool sector and brings with him a wealth of

knowledge on a range of machines and controls.

When asked why he made the move Mike said:

“I have known the guys at MACH for many years

and I have watched with interest as their portfolio

develops into what is a great range of quality

machines. 

“I wanted to develop my own career further so,

when the opportunity arose to join MACH. I

grabbed it with both hands. 

“I feel that I can help Dave and Matt develop

MACH's product range and increase the

company's profile and sales performance.”

To talk to Mike about any 
of MACH’s products call 
0117 965 2706 or email Mike at
mike@vigilance-esp.com

MACH FACTS: 4
MACH Machine Tools’ headquarters are located in
Bristol. The company operates from a 11,000
square foot facility that is adjacent to Machine Tool
Sales Online. Both companies are part of the
Vigilance Group.

MACH FACTS: 3
The MACH MDM range of bed mills equipped with
the DynaPath control will be launched at the 2019
Advanced Engineering show - Hall 2 Stand D32.



It is what it isn’t!

The all-singing all-dancing
DynaPath CNC Control.

We’ve just introduced a range of new MACH bed mills onto the market equipped with the 
best-selling DynaPath control. 

And the best way to explain what this control is - is to tell you what it isn’t.

The control, with its modern layout, user-friendly navigation and icon-driven menus 
isn’t difficult or complicated to use. It isn’t one dimensional either, as both ISO 
and conversational programming can be performed on the control’s platform. 

And DynaPath isn’t limited in terms of its functionality - boasting Wi-Fi enabled 
diagnostic and software updates; datum setting using alignment; sub-program 
calling; macro programming; 8Gb storage facility, 1000 line look ahead 
capability; programmable spindle control; program simulation using tool path or 3D 
rendered graphics and inbuilt DXF File Reader as standard. It’s also 4th-axis ready/capable.

The DynaPath control is powerful and sophisticated. It isn’t what you might expect to find on a bed
mill. But, then again MACH Machine Tools isn’t your typical machine tools supplier either.

The DynaPath control - isn’t it time you checked it out.

To find out more about DynaPath and the new bed mills call 
MACH Machine Tools on 0117 965 2706 or visit www.machmt.co.uk


